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Anniversary celebrations 
on board in 2018
During the whole 2018, guests on board 

the Costa fleet will savour different 

initiatives, which have been planned 

to celebrate this important anniversary 

milestone. A special gala menu, a 

program recalling the most successful 

entertainment activities of the past, 

menu flavors and vintage features… A 

special “anniversary cruise” is scheduled 

in May for CostaClub loyalty program.

Concerning the Menu, the culinary 

department selected the much-appreciated 

flavors from the most successful Costa 

gastronomy offers. In order to rethink and 

revisit the recipe under a contemporary 

point of view.

1948 - 2018
COSTA CRUISES’
70TH ANNIVERSARY 

Costa Cruises began its cruise business on March 31, 1948 with the 

first voyage of the ship Anna C.  Since 70 years, the company, flying 

the Italian flag, represents the Italian excellence and hospitality all 

over the world, and invites its guests to discover the most beautiful 

destinations in the world from the unique perspective of the sea. In 70 

years of history, many innovations reflected the pioneering spirit 

and innovation capacity of Costa Cruises, as well as its ability to 

create new trends in terms of service and destinations. The Italian 

cruise company has always anticipated the expectations of travelers, 

by opening new destinations, building increasingly innovative 

ships and elaborating new services, gastronomic and entertainment 

concepts, to be able to reach a wider and a more diversified audience, 

gathering all generations. Costa Cruises has always been a forerunner 

in the history of cruising and looks forward to the future with some 

inspiring new projects and innovations. 

Pioneering spirit, passion and innovation, these are the 
distinctive values, which describe the first 70 years of 
history of Costa.
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Although the first passenger ship of the cruise line to operate was 

Anna C in 1948, the origins of the fleet comes back from 1854 under 

the name of its founder, “Giacomo Costa”. The Costa family started in 

the trade of fabrics and olive oil between Genoa and Sardinia and it 

is such a success that it must very quickly have a fleet to transport its 

goods around the world. 

At the end of the 19th century, its freighters already reached distant 

lands like Australia, where the large flow of Italian emigrants creates a 

strong demand for national food products. Costa specializes in buying 

raw olive oil from Mediterranean countries, exporting it beyond the 

ocean. At the beginning of the 20th century, Costa’s development 

was such that it had to start in the naval sector: in 1924, with the 

Ravenna, a small steamboat used to supply the markets of the Eastern 

Mediterranean with raw materials and, in 1928, with the Langano. 

In the 1930s the tradition of giving ships the baptismal names of 

family members: Federico (1931), Eugenio and Enrico (1934), 

Antonietta, Beatrice and Giacomo (1935). At the beginning of the 

Second World War, the total tonnage of its fleet was 27,534 tons, 

spread over eight ships. At the end of the Second World War, Costa 

resumes its activity by building and buying other boats for cabotage. 

The destruction of the Italian fleet, the increase in passenger demand, 

the economic crisis and the transoceanic migration flow attracted the 

attention of the Costa family in the field of passenger transport across 

the transoceanic routes. 

Unlike other shipping companies and thanks to its sagacity, Costa has 

adapted to the cost of living while maintaining its upper classes and 

managed to stay attractive not only for emigration passengers but 

also for new cruise passengers. In 1947, the boat “Maria C” began 

to satisfy the first requests; The same year, the company changed its 

name, Giacomo Costa, formerly Andrea becomes “Linea C” (line C), 

then comes Anna C in 1948, which was the first ship to kick off the 

“cruise” history of Costa. 

The origins of
the fleet ANNA C. 1948.
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The cruising saga really begins on March 31, 1948, when the Anna 

C - left for its transatlantic cruise to Buenos Aires. Anna C was the 

first transatlantic passenger line in the Costa fleet which plied the 

southern Atlantic routes right from the end of the Second World 

War. The ship reached Buenos Aires 16 days after departure hosting 

768 passengers.  

In 1959, Costa was the first shipping company to offer cruise trips 

for the American market out of Fort Lauderdale to the West Indies 

on board the ship Franca C. With the postwar austerity behind them, 

the members of affluent American society had indeed a great deal 

more money and time on their hands than before, which there were 

eager to spend on travel. The cruise industry was at the beginning 

and although so far the clientele was composed of an upper-class, 

Costa sensed the potential of the cruise holidays. From that time, 

progressively, new routes were opened and in 1960s, the expansion 

of routes from South America down to Antarctica as well as 

from Europe to the Black 

Sea started. In 1968, Costa 

is the first cruise company to propose 

the “Fly & Cruise” program to holiday makers,  

a real revolution in the travel sector. The offer included flights  

and transfers between the airport and the port so to make it easier  

for guests to embark on ships far from their country. 

This period marked the shift between the concept of “voyage” 

to “holiday”. The company extended its offers to other European 

markets. In the 1970s, Costa Cruises launched its first cruise from 

Germany/Kiel into the Baltic (1976) just before the launch of its first 

Worldwide Cruise in 1977 on board Eugenio C.  

Costa, a pioneer in discovering 
new routes since 70 years
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In the 2000s, Costa continues to inaugurate new destinations 

and announces its expansion in Dubai and in Asia Pacific in 2006, 

confirming its international positioning. Indeed, Costa Cruises 

was first international cruise line targeting the Chinese customers 

departing from China. Then, the Company launches a new exclusive 

route in the Indian Ocean departing from Mauritius (2007) as well as 

new itineraries in the Indian Ocean including India, Sri Lanka.

Today, Costa gathers 19.000 employees worldwide originating 

from 70 countries, who work every day with passion offer 

«the best of Italy » at sea on board the 15 ships of the fleet 

on more than 135 itineraries, 250 destinations and 60 ports 

of embarkation, from mini-cruises to Worldwide cruises…  

A know-how that allows Costa to offer today the most diverse choice 

of cruises.

BIANCA C, 1960, NEW YORK. MARSEILLE
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After World War II, the surge of immigration toward the southern 

continent was considerable and the profile of the travelers were 

mostly Italians who were immigrating to South America, therefore 

Costa concentrated its efforts towards supplying transportation 

for this steady flow of people, ensuring that their time on board 

was comfortable and pleasurable. Progressively, Costa shifted the 

emphasis from questions of utility to a growing appeal of enjoyment 

From Anna C to Costa Smeralda, ships have always played a 
crucial role in the progressive development of the Company, 
with numerous innovations dedicated to hospitality 
and passenger comfort. The Italian company multiplies 
innovations to enhance hospitality and turn the function of 
ships from cargo and liners to cross the Atlantic to be more 
dedicated to a “cruising” and “floating hotels” function. 

Ships: from a voyage to an holiday 
SHIPS & ON BOARD INNOVATIONS
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spaces are equipped to broadcast 

radio and television programs.

In the 1990s, by entering the capital 

of Carnival Corporation, Costa entered a 

new era of development to open up to a wider 

clientele. The concept of “fun ship” invented by Bob Dickinson, 

founder of Carnival Corporation, echoes the changing lifestyles and 

new expectations of European customers. Young holidaymakers and 

seniors, couples and families, groups of friends and business groups, 

all of them are committed to providing an experience that meets 

their expectations. Infrastructures dedicated to entertainment, sports 

activities and well-being (saunas, sports halls, hairdressing salons ...) 

and entertainment programs are expanding.

Costa entered the third millennium with a program of development 

of its fleet & capacity that allowed the company to maintain European 

leadership in a fast-growing market. It is an ever more modern fleet 

that sports on the seas the Italian flag, the style of Italian hospitality 

as well as an incomparable showcase of the artistic currents of the 

peninsula. The double christening of Costa Luminosa and Costa 

Pacifica in Genova in 2009 is a highlight of this period, noticed in the 

Guinness world records.

Among the innovations in the 2000s, one needs to remember that 

Costa was the first brand to introduce in Europe the first ship with 

balconies aboard the Costa Atlantica in 2000. The Company also 

installed a SPA at sea, called Samsara. Located on the upper deck 

of the Costa Serena, the Samsara Spa offered 6000m² of pleasure 

and relaxation on two floors with steam baths, massage cabins, a real 

island of well-being with great views on the sea had just been born...

In 2014, Costa inaugurates the Costa Diadema and reveal an open-

air promenade stretches all the way from the bow to the stern of 

and comfort and the emigrants were ceding their place to the first 

cruise-goers.

On March 31, 1948, when the Anna C threw off its hawsers and set 

off on its maiden voyage to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, the ship 

was equipped with air-conditioned cabins for its passengers, a first 

for Italian shipping.  In 1957, Costa commissioned its first passenger 

ship, Federico C. In addition to the numerous hotel-type amenities, 

this new transatlantic liner included many innovative features to 

improve the comfort of passengers: the travel ship would no longer 

be dictated by need, but by the criteria of pleasure and enjoyment! 

Federico C was still divided into three passenger classes - still usual 

in the liner service at that time - but all three classes were equipped 

with tourist amenities, including the choice of several restaurants, 

unusually shaped swimming pools. This was also the first time that 

the passengers got the possibility to make phone calls from their cabin 

and each cabin was also equipped with its own shower and toilet.

The 1960s saw numerous innovations in the style and architecture 

of seagoing passenger vessels. Naval engineers and architects 

sought innovative technical solution, and explored novel forms 

in particular, creating a new generation of liners that marked a 

pinnacle of ship evolution, in a bid to rescue the liner from the 

extinction decreed by the rising popularity of air travel. In 1964, 

the ship Eugenio C was the first Costa new built. Baptized “ship of 

the future”, it remained the largest ship of the Costa fleet until the 

start of service of Costa Classica in 1991. Eugenio C completely 

renounced classification in passenger classes and which already 

had typical design for later cruise ships with its main deck as a 

center: this ship embodied many of the characteristics that became 

standard in later ship production! New services have also become 

standard since that time: the introduction of an auditorium and 

theater, a club dedicated to kids, a chapel and spaces reserved 

for business customers with international telephone lines. Public 

SPA SAMSARA

COSTA DIADEMA

COSTA DIADEMA
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deck 5. Passengers can soak in the sun and enjoy the view of the sea. 

This promenade, the longest in the entire fleet, is extends over 500 

meters and is ideally connected to bars and restaurants to recreate 

a typical Italian seaside atmosphere. The evolution of leisure time is 

increasing and the duration of holidays more flexible. In 2011, the 

company successfully relaunched its Tours du Monde and innovated 

by launching the concept of mini-cruises “Sea-Break”, adapted to short 

stays.

All over the decades since 70 years, the cruise industry began to assume 

the characteristics of vacation, rather than of transportation and Costa 

has clearly assumed a guiding role in the development of the European 

cruise business also in this sense. The very first step was to ensure 

that a ship was not only a means of travel but a “travelling resort” that 

offered an entire package of possible entertainments and diversions.  

Similarly, the tourists’ needs themselves have undergone a change: 

the traveler rapidly scrutinized itinerary, quality, price and service. 

Although the prime attraction 

was relaxation and “discover 

new places” above all on board 

entertainment became increasingly 

expected, so that ships became a perfect alternative to “holiday 

villages”. Costa cruises offer everything anyone could ever wish for 

while being on holiday: entertainments, parties, sports, relaxations, 

Spas and grand theatre coexist at an excellent quality/price value. As 

the average age of cruisers has fallen over the years, costa adapted its 

entertainment offer.  

Sustainable development is part of the 

Company’s DNA, which has for more 

than 10 years been integrating the 

sustainable dimension as a factor in 

its management and the development 

of its activity. The Costa fleet is today 

composed of 15 ships and two more are in 

command. For Costa, being a leader and 

pioneer in the sector for 70 years, does 

not only mean deploying ships around 

the world to offer a great holiday for 

international passengers, it also involves 

and above all to lead by example, and 

to ensure a respectful interaction with 

the environment. In July 2015, Costa 

orders 2 LNG powered ships, to be 

delivered by 2021 - Costa has paved the 

way for a new, more responsible era by 

launching the construction of the first 

cruise ships fueled at sea by liquefied 

natural gas. The Costa Smeralda - whose 

construction started in September 2017 

will be delivered in October 2019 for 

European customers. This vessel of 

the future will exceed 180,000 gross 

tons and will accommodate 6,600 

passengers in more than 2,600 cabins, 

while a second ship, similar to the Costa 

Smeralda, is to be delivered in 2021

The use of LNG represents a major 

innovation in terms of environmental 

impact, since it significantly reduces the 

emissions of exhaust gases, including 

sulfur (SO2), nitrogen (NO2), CO2 and 

the particles. These cleaner ships set 

new standards for the cruise industry 

as a whole and pave the way for the 

development of this green technology, 

especially in the Mediterranean area, 

and will be the world’s first ships of 

this type, marketed by consumers from 

many countries including Italy, France, 

Spain, Germany and SwitzerlandItalian 

style with the first design museum on 

board a ship dedicated to Italian Design, 

and many more surprises. 

Launching for the first 
time the Ships of the 
future, Costa is leading 
the entire sector to a more 
sustainable future
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Since 70 years, the company acquires luxurious and comfortable 

boats on which are highlighted the sense of hospitality and Italian 

traditions of excellence. In the 1950s, for the design, it appeals to 

the prestigious native of Milan architect and industrial designer, Carlo 

Ponti, who actively participated in the revival of post-war design. 

Costa and Carlo Ponti commissioned Giovanni Zoncada to design the 

interiors of the entire Costa Fleet. Giovanni Zoncada (Venice, 1898 – 

1988) started working at the cantieri navale triestino of monfalcone 

(interior and furnishing department). In addition to designing almost 

the entire Costa Fleet from the Anna C refit (1948), Eugenio C (1966) 

to the Carla C in 1968 and the ships were immediately praised for 

their harmonious styling and superlative overall design. In 35 years of 

collaboration with the company, Giovanni Zoncada has permanently 

laid the architectural and artistic foundations of his ships whose 

footprint is always present.

The launch of luxurious boats, equipped with air conditioning in 

first, second-class, comfortable, and elegant premises, as well as 

impeccable service, which foresees hospitality, comfort and recipes 

of the best Mediterranean tradition, characterize an indisputable 

Italian style. A style that reaches the maximum of representativity 

in the furnishings, furniture and architecture, so that Giò Ponti, 

director of the magazine Domus, pays attention to the naval theme 

and highlights the architectural and decorative aspects of the Costa 

fleet. A tradition that continues today. The three classes (first, second 

and touristic), entertainments and hobbies that entertain both young 

and old are the hallmarks of the entire fleet. In the 1990s, Costa 

hired a new architect, the American Joseph Farcus. The 1980s and 

1990s saw the organization of ships evolve under the impetus of new 

technologies, computerization and the expansion of services requiring 

more space. The new distribution of passenger spaces is reflected in 

the introduction of a sumptuous and impressive lobby, central point of 

information and meeting. The new generation ships of the ‘90s deploy 

lights, new shapes and materials. The place given to contemporary 

works of art remains a constant for Costa and the Italian-style design 

is a guarantee of strong identity and image towards the international 

clientele.

70 years of 
design at sea 

Now, Adam Tihany is the new 
creative Director for Costa 
Widely considered as one of the world’s leading 

hospitality designers, Adam D. Tihany has created 

luxurious and innovative hotel and restaurant 

interiors in some of the world’s most iconic 

establishments including the Beverly Hills Hotel 

in California, the Belmond Cipriani in Venice and 

the Mandarin Oriental Las Vegas in Nevada. Its 

sophisticated and often avant-garde designs are 

tailor-made to fully meet the customer’s vision while 

remaining faithful to the venue.

Adam Tihany has been chosen for the decoration of 

the cabins of Costa Smeralda, the new Costa Ship  to 

be delivered in 2019. The project will be  carried out 

by the architecture studio Dordoni Architetti, based 

in Milan, is inspired by the theme of ships “the best 

of the Italy “. Under the direction of Adam D. Tihany, 

creative director. The design team designs a new 

decor, based on an innovative concept inspired by 

the brand’s history and tradition and a personalized 

interpretation of refinement. Italian style with the 

first design museum on board a ship dedicated to 

Italian Design, and many more surprises. 
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Gastronomy has always been at the forefront of a cruise trip. The 

richness of the cruise experience also, and especially, by a gastronomic 

journey. Throughout its history, Costa Cruises has always been focused 

on its Italian gastronomic identity.

In the 1970s, as the Company operates transatlantic and cruises 

in the United States, South America and Europe, the ships operate 

passenger lines and cruises divided into three classes (First Class and 

two lines, Tourism A and B). Passengers of each category can enjoy 

an appropriate culinary offer: first-class menu and service, and a more 

classic and traditional menu in the Tourism Classes. Until the 80s, 

the menus are designed every day on board by the Maestro di Casa, 

the Executive Chef and the Commissario de Bordo in respect of the 

Italian identity of the Company. With the increase of the fleet and the 

number of international passengers in the 80s and 90s, the culinary 

offer is centralized and defined by the company’s Corporate Chef in 

the Headquarters in Genoa. They elaborate Italian and international 

menus that please the tastes of every hosts. 

In the galleys, the brigades are busy preparing the best recipes for 

passengers and everyone has his role! The brigade can consists up 

to 212 people headed by an Executive Chef, 5 Sous-Chefs, 15 Chefs 

de Partie and 5 Chefs Teppanyaki. All fleet leaders undergo specific 

training before embarking on Costa ships. The training workshops, 

which reproduce the conditions of the activity on board and include 

theoretical and practical sessions, are organized in the training centers 

of the company, the “Costa Campus”, or during the specific courses 

given in partnership with the local Italian authorities. Costa employs 

today 27 chief executives, including 18 Italians.

The past 5 years, Costa Cruises has unveiled a series of innovations 

to transform the stays aboard its ships in an ever more exclusive and 

greedy experience, and a more and more sustainable approach. Among 

the initiatives, in addition to a diversification of the gastronomic offer 

with the creation of Club restaurants for an upscale offer or Samsara 

restaurants (Fusion / Asia cuisine) or Teppaniaki restaurants, the 

creation of a gastronomic offer based on the Italian regional culinary 

Italian Art de Vivre 
& Gastronomy  
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traditions and the development of 19 Italian regional menus in 2015 

is a key example. The greatest Italian chefs of Costa Cruises have 

studied to select the most refined Italian regional recipes, able to 

represent the gastronomic and cultural history of all terroirs of Italy 

to develop a new menu. It took almost eight months to find the right 

ingredients, analyze the recipes and adapt them on board to create 

20 regional menus for lunch and dinner. In total, about 500 dishes 

are served in the Costa fleet, highlighting quality Italian producers, 

as most of the ingredients used in the recipes are sourced from local 

suppliers.   

“Mozza & Spritzmania” by Costa ... Among the other typical Italian 

culinary initiatives, Costa Cruises is the first company in the world 

to serve Mozzarella which is directly made on board, respecting the 

typical Italian tradition. Guests can enjoy classic buffalo mozzarella, 

burrata, stracciatella di bufala, scarmoza or the traditional fior di latte 

during their cruise. Famous Italian cocktails are also served, such 

as the famous Spritz, the Italian aperitivo originated from Venice. 

Comfortably installed at the bar on a upper, while admiring the sunset. 

One sip is enough to be transported under the Italian sun!

A Sustainable food approach
Costa is counting on this integrated approach and the 

creation of a virtuous circle, particularly for one of the 

areas included in its sustainable development program: 

Food. Since 2015, Costa has been partnering with the 

University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo, Italy, to 

provide healthy and balanced food to its Guests. In concrete 

terms, the aim is to re-evaluate meal preparation processes 

on board, to select products and suppliers according to 

sustainability factors, to inform passengers about the 

origin and content of the different dishes. The partnership 

also helped to develop a new organic and sustainable wine 

list, through the prestigious wine bank “Banca del Vino” of 

Pollenzo. This list includes around a hundred labels, among 

the best wines from Italy and elsewhere.

Battle against food waste is also part of the company’s 

program for sustainable food on-board. The goal for Costa 

is to ensure a sustainable food experience aboard the 

15 vessels in its fleet (a process that takes into account 

the entire chain, production, distribution, conservation, 

shelf life and induced effects) while guiding guests to 

responsible consumption. Translating into concrete action 

this approach goes far beyond simply rewriting menus and 

revising the preparation of dishes: the Company to halve 

food waste on board its fleet by 2020.
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The “signature” dishes of Costa cruises 

originate in the cradle of the Genoese 

company: Liguria. Among the specialties of 

this region open to the sea, it is one of the most 

emblematic dishes of Liguria : the “Cappon 

Magro”. This is a very elaborate, multi-layered, 

pyramid-shaped, cold salad that includes a 

base of dry biscuits, rubbed with garlic and 

seasoned with vinegar and salt, firm-fleshed 

fish, vegetables, boiled eggs, all decorated with 

artichokes, tuna, shrimps, capers and olives, and 

topped with green sauce. A half lobster comes 

to crown this pyramid of Mediterranean flavors. 

The origin of Cappon Magro dates back at least 

to 1864. The base of this salad is based on the 

traditional Piatro del marinaio, the “biscuits 

of the sailor”. Indeed, the sailors carried these 

biscuits on their boats when they were absent 

for several days to go fishing or for longer 

crossings. As a “daily bread”, these cookies 

were carefully stored in the ship’s galley and 

could remain intact for a long time. This salad 

“between land and sea” is among the “signature” 

dishes of Costa cruises. It was served on board 

ships from the beginning of the crossings. 

To allow guests to enjoy this legendary meal 

and “signature” of Costa cruises since its origins, 

the Chefs of the Company have decided to put 

it on the menu of the Anniversary gala dinner.

Two special cocktails have been created for the 

anniversray. The first called Rendez Vous is 

dedicated to all enamored guests, who choose 

to celebrate their love on our ships along the 

years. This cocktail will be the perfect vintage 

lovepotion for enjoying all the important events.

The second cocktail is Sm@rtSpritz: a fresh 

and innovative recipe to celebrate the joyful 

and delightful atmosphere which has been 

characterizing Costa ships.

Did you know?
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Costa Crociere S.p.A.
Piazza Piccapietra, 48 - 16121 Genua - Italia

www.costakreuzfahrten.ch
www.costaclick.ch

www.costapresscenter.com
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